Here we propose a characterization of the subsets of R n which are the sets of local optima of the restriction of some convex function to some discrete subset, and we prove that, under some conditions, recognizing these subsets can be done in polynomial time. We discuss eventual applications of these results to global optimization problems.
• Can we identify some kind of most promising area in order to reinitialize the descent process A? • Under which kind of structural hypothesis can we design some branch and bound process which will split the subdomain deÿned by all the local solutions which A may produce, into 2 subsets of the same scale? At the heart of the above questions, lies a need for knowledge about the structure of the sets of solutions that the process A may produce. Since many combinatorial problems comprise the minimization of some convex function on a discrete subset D of R n , we shall study here, from both a theoretical and an algorithmical point of view, the structure of local optima of such a function.
More precisely, some discrete subset D (eventually inÿnite) of R n being given, together with some neighbourhood (adjacency) relation R deÿned on D, we are going to deal with the following questions:
• When is some subset A of D the subset deÿned by the local optima, for the structure (D; R), of some convex function f? • How is it possible to practically recognize such a subset A?
• How can we use such theoretical results in the context of some global optimization problem?
Deÿnitions and notations

Discrete neighbourhood structures of R n
A subset D of R n is called discrete if its interior is empty. We call neighbourhood relation on such a subset D any binary (not always symmetric) relation deÿned on D.
If R is such a relation and if x; y in D are such that R(x; y), then we say that y is an R-neighbour of x; if A is some subset of D, we denote by R(A) the set: R(A) = {y in D such that there exists x in A with R(x; y)}. The pair (D; R) is then called a discrete neighbourhood structure (DNS) of R n . This DNS is said to be regular if for any x in D, its R-neighbourhood R({x}) is ÿnite.
Formally, a DNS (D; R) is no more than an oriented graph (see [1] ). Practically, D and R are usually deÿned in an implicit way, D being inÿnite in many cases. A special case of DNS comes for instance when D = Z n and when R is the relation R1 deÿned by: R1(x; y) i
x − y 1 = 1, where u 1 denotes the sum of the absolute values of the components of some vector u.
Strong local optimality subsets
Let us consider some DNS (D; R) of R n , and some real-valued function f deÿned on D. We say that some element x 0 of D is a strong local optimum of f for the DNS (D; R), if, for any R-neighbour x of x 0 in D, we have f(x)¿f(x 0 ). We say that a subset A of D is a strong local optimality subset of (D; R), if there exists some convex function f such that any element of A is a strong local optimum of f for the DNS (D; R).
So, our main purpose in this paper, will be to characterize, for any DNS, its strong local optimality subsets.
Minimizing a convex function on a DNS: some examples
Let us justify through a few examples the fact that many combinatorial optimization problems may be rewritten as problems involving the minimization of a convex function on some DNS.
An integer linear satisÿability problem. Let us consider the following problem P: {Find a vector z in Z n such that Az6b} where A is an integral matrix with n columns and m rows and where b is an m-dimensional bound vector. For any index i = 1; : : : ; m, let us denote by A i the ith row of A. Then we may set:
Solving P means minimizing the convex function f on the inÿnite discrete domain D, which may be provided with the neighbourhood relation R1 deÿned in Section 2.1 above.
A ow problem. Given some network G = (X; E), two cost vectors c = (c e , e in E) and d = (d e , e in E), some subset U of E, and two rational positive capacity vectors Inf = (Inf e , e in E) and Sup = (Sup e , e in E), we suppose that 06Inf 6Sup and that Sup is bounded. Then we may consider the following problem P:
{ Find an integral ow vector z¿0 and a rational ow vector x¿0, such that:
for any arc e in U , z e ¿x e ; Inf 6x6Sup; and which minimize the quantity c: z + d: x}.
For any integral vector t such that Inf 6t6Sup, we may denote by D(t) the vertex set associated with the polyhedron deÿned by all the rational ow vectors x such that Inf 6x6Sup. Let us then set: D = Inf 6t Sup 6D(t); for any rational ow vector x, f(x) = d: x + Min z in Q(x) c: z, where Q(x) is the set of the integral ow vectors z such that for any arc e in U , z e ¿x e .
Solving P means minimizing the convex function f on the inÿnite discrete domain D, which may be provided with the following neighbourhood relation R cy : R cy (x; y) i the di erence x-y is a cycle.
A preliminary result
(D; R) being some DNS deÿned on R n , some subset A of D will be a strong local optimality subset of (D; R) if it is possible to assign to any element x in D some real value f(x) in such a way that: if x is in A and if y in D is such that R(x; y), then f(x)¡f(y); f deÿned in this way may be extended into some convex function from R n to R. So, in order to advance, we ÿrst express the conditions which enable any real-valued function f deÿned on D, to admit some convex extension from R n to R. Next, we will combine these conditions with those expressing the local optimality of any element in A, in order to eliminate f and to get a convenient criterion on A and (D; R).
Let us start with the ÿrst step of this reasoning process. We need to introduce some additional deÿnitions.
Barycentrical relation. We call barycentrical relation on R n , any relation x = i∈I i :x i , where I is a ÿnite index set, where x, x i , i ∈ I , are elements of R n and where i , i ∈ I , are strictly positive real coe cients whose sum is equal to 1.
Wrapping subset. A subset D of R n is said here to be wrapping if its convex closure is equal to R n . We now state under which conditions a real-valued function deÿned on some discrete subset D of R n admits a convex extension deÿned on the whole set R n . This result will be used throughout the rest of the paper. Theorem 1. Let D be some subset of R n ; which is either ÿnite or wrapping; and f be some real-valued function from D to R. Then there exists some convex extension f * of f; which is deÿned on the whole set R n if and only if the following property (E1) is satisÿed by f and D:
(E1): for any barycentrical relation x = i :x i ; i in I; with x and x i ; i ∈ I; all in D and with Card(I )6n+1; the following Jensen's inequality holds: f(x)6 i∈I i :f(x i ).
Proof. The part (⇒) of the above equivalency is trivial; in order to prove the converse, we suppose that (E1) holds and we may ÿrst remark that (Caratheodory Theorem), it then holds for any ÿnite index subset I . Then we only need to check that for any x in D, it is possible to ÿnd a linear a ne function g x such that g x (x) = f(x); for any y in D, y = x, the following constraint C y is satisÿed: g x (y)6f(y) = g y (y): (C y ).
In such a case, f * will be deÿned, for any z in R n , by: f * (z) = Max x in D g x (z). Case 1: D is ÿnite. Then the search for g x becomes the search for some vector u in R n , and some number v in R, such that
For any y = x, y in D then u:y + v6f(y). If u, v do not exist, then there exists (by Farkas's Lemma), some vector t, indexed on D, such that for any y = x, y in D then t y ¿0; y in D yt y = 0; y in D t y = 0; y in D t y f(y)¡0. It comes from these relations that t x ¡0. Then, by setting x = y in D−{x} −(t y =t x ):y we get some barycentrical relation which induces a contradiction with our hypothesis (E1);
Case 2: D is inÿnite and wrapping. In such a case, we know that it is possible to ÿnd some subset D 1 of D which is dense in D and which is at most countable. Because of the continuity of the linear a ne functions, it becomes possible, while constructing the function g x , to take into account only the constraints C y , y in D, y = x, such that y is in D 1 . This means that we may suppose that D is at most countable. The fact that D is wrapping implies that x is in the interior of the convex closure of D. Therefore, D may be written as D = n in N D n , where D n , n in N , form an increasing sequence of ÿnite subsets of D, all such that they contain x in the interior of their convex closure. But for any ÿnite A of D, we may set Sol(A) = {linear a ne functions g which satisfy any constraint C y with y in A, and are also such that g(x) = f(x)}; If such a subset A is ÿnite, then Sol(A) is nonempty (see case 1: D is ÿnite). Besides, if A contains x in the interior of its convex closure, then Sol(A) is a compact subset of R n+1 .
Then it follows that {Sol(D n ), n in N } form a decreasing sequence of nonempty compact subsets of R n+1 , and that Sol(D) = n in N Sol(D n ), is also nonempty.
Remark 1. Our criterion does not work if
A is neither ÿnite nor wrapping. For instance, the function f(x) = −x 1=2 deÿned on D = R + , satisÿes (E1) and does not admit any convex extension deÿned on R.
Characterization of the local optimality subsets
We may now come back to our characterization problem. Let us consider some regular discrete (eventually inÿnite) neighbourhood structure (D; R) of R n , and some ÿnite subset A of D. Theorem 1 tells us that A is a strong local optimality subset of (D; R) if and only if there exists some function f from the ÿnite set D A = A ∪ R(A) to R such that: (E1) is true; for any x in A and any R-neighbour y of x, we have f(y)¿f(x), which may also be rewritten, because of the ÿniteness of A, as: f(y)¿f(x) + 1. (E2).
In order to deal with those last speciÿc linear constraints, we need some additional concepts:
Stochastic networks: deÿnitions
A stochastic network is any pair (X; E) where X is some ÿnite vertex set; E is a stochastic arc set, a stochastic arc e (or st-arc) being deÿned by an origin o(e) in X and a probability distribution p(e) on X ; such a stochastic arc is denoted by (o(e); p(e)) while the support of the distribution p(e) is denoted by Supp(e). Any vertex y in Supp(e) is called an extremity of the st-arc e.
Such a stochastic network or st-network is denoted by st (X; E). Comment. Our purpose here is to use this concept of stochastic network only in order to better handle the linear constraints related to (E1) and (E2) above. Still, this concept may induce other interpretations. It contains for instance the usual notion of oriented graph, and may, for instance, modelize some non-deterministic systems.
Let G = st (X; E) be some stochastic network. If Y is some subset of X , then Y induces in the usual way a stochastic subnetwork of G; if F is some subset of E, then F also induces a partial stochastic network of G.
We denote by G * the network of the transitions associated with the st-arcs of G, that means the network (X; E * ) deÿned by: E * = {[x; y] such that there exists e in E with o(e) = x and with y ∈ Supp(e)}. We call G * the Transition Network associated with G.
For any x in X , we set d G (x) = |{e=o(e) = x}| = Degree of x in G. We say that G = st (X; E) is a stochastic circuit if G * is strongly connected and if d G (x) = 1 for any x in X . We say that G = st (X; E) contains some circuit if there exist A ⊂ X and S ⊂ E such that the origins and supports of the st-arcs of S are all in A and such that the stochastic partial subnetwork st (A; S) is a stochastic circuit.
Recall: Markov matrices. A Markov matrix M is the incidence matrix M (G) of some stochastic network G = st (X; E) such that for any x in X , we have d G (x) = 1. M (G) comes from G by setting for any e in E and x in X : M (G) e; x = p(e) x .
The Markov Matrix Theory tells us, ( [3, 5, 7, 14] ), that there exists some vector t = (t e ; e in E)¿0, such that
If the associated Transition Network G * is strongly connected, that means if G is a stochastic circuit, then t is unique.
Length of a stochastic circuit. Let us consider some stochastic circuit G = st (X; E), and let us suppose that any st-arc e of G is endowed with some length w e . If t is the unique positive eigenvector, associated with the eigenvalue 1, such that t:1 = 1, then we set: Length of G = L(G) = t:w = e∈E t e :w e
A characterization theorem
Let us now come back to our discrete (eventually inÿnite) neighbourhood structure (D; R) of R n , and to our ÿnite subset A of D. As mentioned previously A will be a strong local optimality subset of (D; R) if it is possible (Theorem 1) to ÿnd some real-valued vector f indexed on D A = A ∪ R(A) such that • For any barycentrical relation x = i∈I i :x i with x; x i ∈ D, we have: f x 6 i∈I i : f xi ; (E3) • For any x in A, and any R-neighbour y of x, we have f x 6f y − 1. (E4) The part "only if " of this assertion is obvious. Conversely, if f exists which satisÿes the above relations, it may be extended into a convex function g from R n to R (we apply here Theorem 1 to the ÿnite set D A ), and Eq. (E4) tell us that any x in A is a strong local optimum for g.
Let us now construct the following st-network G(D; R; A) deÿned on the vertex set D A :
• to any barycentrical relation x = i in I i :x i , with x, x i in D A we may correspond some st-arc with origin x, with length 0 and with a distribution deÿned by p(e) xi = i , for any i ∈ I ; • to any pair (x; y), with x ∈ A, and y ∈ R({x}), corresponds some st-arc with origin x, with length equal to −1 and with support {y}.
Remark 2. The stochastic network G(D; R; A) may admit inÿnitely many st-arcs. This point would not have any in uence on our next statements. We could make G(D; R; A) to be ÿnite by using the Caratheodory Theorem and by restricting ourselves to barycentrical relations x = i in I i :x i which are minimal, which means that for any i in I , x cannot be written as a convex combination of x j , j # i.
This construction allows us to state the following characterization result: Proof of Theorem 2. We start with some preliminaries. Let G = st (X; E) be some stochastic network such that any st-arc e in E is endowed with some length w e . We shall say that some real-value function h deÿned on X is a distance function for G if, for any st-arc e in E, we have h(o(e))6 y in Supp(e) h(y):p(e) y + w e :
We see that A is a strong local optimality subset of (D; R) if and only if the st-network G(D; R; A) deÿned above admits some distance function. The following lemma provides us with a criterion for the existence of such a function.
Distance Function Lemma. Let G = st (X; E) be some st-network provided with some length vector w as above. There exists some Distance Function on G if and only if there does not exist any subset B of X and any subset S of E which deÿne a stochastic circuit with strictly negative length.
Proof of the Lemma. Proof of Part "only if ". Let us suppose that there exist some subset B of X and some subset S of E which deÿne a stochastic circuit with strictly negative length and that there exists at the same time a distance function u on G. We denote by M the Markov matrix which is associated with the stochastic circuit st (B; S) and by t the positive vector with indexation on B, whose components have their sum equal to 1 and which is such that t :M = t. Then we see that:
t:u = t:M:u; u6M:u + w;
which means, since t¿0: t : M: u6t : M: u + t :w, and contradicts the fact that the length t :w of st (B; S) is negative.
Proof of Part "if ". Let us suppose that no distance function exists on G. Then (Duality Theorem in Linear Programming), there exists some vector t¿0, indexed on E, such that (E5) and (E6) below hold: (E5): For any x in X; e=o(e) = x t e − e in E t e :p(e) x = 0; (E6):
e in E t e :w e ¡0. Let us set:
X (t) = {o(e); e in E(t)} ∪ e in E(t)
Supp(e) ;
Then the Linear Programming Theory tells us that t may be chosen such that (E7): Card(E(t))6Card(X (t)). We may also deduce from (E5) that, for any x in X (t), there must exist e in E(t) such that x = o(e).
Then it follows from (E7) and from this last remark that:
Card(E(t)) = Card(X (t));
For any x in X (t); there exists a unique e in E(t) such that x = o(e):
We suppose from now on that t has been chosen such that the quantity Card(E(t)) = Card(X (t)) is the smallest possible. Then, in order to conclude, that means in order to check that the partial stochastic subnetwork G(t) deÿned by X (t) and E(t) is a negative circuit with length e in E(t) t e . w e ¡0, we only need to check that the associated Transition Network G(t) * is strongly connected. If it is not the case, there must exist some partition of X (t) into 2 subsets X 1 and X 2 such that no st-arc of E(t), with origin in X 2 , has any of its extremities in X 1 , and such that one of the two following statements (E8) and (E9) holds: (E8): No st-arc of E(t) with origin in X 1 has any of its extremities in X 2 . (E9): Some st-arc of E(t) with origin in X 1 has at least one of its extremities in X 2 . In case (E8) holds, we set, for i = 1; : : : ; 2:
and we see that at least one triple (t 1 ; X 1 ; E 1 ) or (t 2 ; X 2 ; E 2 ) may replace the triple (t; X (t); E(t)) in the above reasoning process. We get a contradiction with the minimality of Card(X (t)).
In case (E9) holds, we may sum, for all x in X 1 , the relations expressed in (I1), and get
t e :p(e) x = e in E1 t e : 1−
which means once again a contradiction.
Let us achieve now the proof of Theorem 2.
Proof of (2) ⇒ (1). It follows in a straightforward way from the above Distance Function Lemma.
Proof of (1) ⇒ (3). Let us suppose that (1) holds, and let us suppose that there exists A as described in (3) above. We may suppose that any element of A is a vertex (extremal point) of the convex closure of A . For any x in A , let us pick some R-neighbour u(x) of x which is contained in the convex closure of A . Any such u(x) may be written as a barycentrical combination y in A x; y :y of the elements of A . Since (1) holds, there exists some convex function f from R n to R such that for any x in A, and any y in D such that R(x; y), we have f(y)¡f(x).
Thus, for any x in A , we have:
Besides, the A * A Markov matrix deÿned by admits 1 as eigenvalue, and there exists some positive associated eigenvector t = (t x ; x in A )¿0, such that for any y in A ; x in A t x : x; y = t y . It follows that: st-arc whose support is reduced to some R-neighbour of x. But then A is as stated in (3) and the result follows.
A polynomial characterization algorithm
We now adopt an algorithmic point of view and tackle here the problem of the recognition of strong local optimality subsets of some given DNS. So we now consider some DNS (D; R) deÿned on R n and such that enumerating the R-neighbours of any vertex x in D can be done by an oracle in P(n; Log 2 (x)) time units, where P is some polynomial. If we refer to the examples of Section 2.3, we see that this hypothesis would not be satisÿed in the case of the "Flow Problem" . However, it will be satisÿed in the ÿrst case (Integer Linear Satisÿability Problem) as well as in many classical scheduling problems.
Remark 3. This last assumption means that we do not consider the DNS (D; R) as some explicit input of our recognition problem. Thus, the size of the structure (D; R) would not intervene in the evaluation of the complexity of the algorithm below.
Then Theorem 3 induces the following recognition algorithm:
Algorithm MINLOC
Input: A ÿnite subset A of D; ; Output: RES (a boolean which tells us whether A is strong local optimality subset of the DNS (D; R) ) ;
A := A; While there exists x in A such that:
x is a vertex of the convex closure of A ; (E10) No R-neighbour of x is contained in the convex closure of A ; (E11) do A := A −{x} ; If A is empty then RES else Not RES; Theorem 3. MINLOC recognizes the fact that A is a strong local optimality subset of (D; R) in an oracle polynomial time.
Proof. MINLOC recognizes the strong local optimality property of A because of Theorem 2. In order to prove that it does it in a polynomial time, we proceed according to the usual way (see [9] ) and consider that the size (A) of the problem, (size of an optimal explicit encoding of A), is equal to |A| + Log 2 ( xi #0; i = 1;:::;n; x in A x i ). Then an execution of MINLOC requires at most |A| executions of the main loop and every execution of this loop requires the execution of the tests (E10) and (E11) at most |A| times. Both tests mean (because of our preliminary assumption) solving at most P(n; (A)) linear programs whose sizes are polynomially equivalent to (A). Then the polynomiality of Linear Programming [4, 15, 20] allows us to conclude.
Some additional questions
Before discussing the way the previous concepts may be inserted inside global optimization processes, let us ask some theoretical additional questions related to local optimality subsets.
Maximal strong local optimality subsets
Given a ÿnite subset A of a DNS (D; R) which is a strong local optimality subset, is it possible to ÿnd x 0 in D − A such that A ∪ {x 0 } is also a strong local optimality subset of (D; R)? In case (D; R) is the structure (Z n ; R1) deÿned in Section 2.1, the answer is immediate: Proof. It is su cient to notice that, if the components of x 0 are large enough, then the interior of the cone deÿned by the inequations x i 6x 0; i ; i = 1; : : : ; n, contains A. Then Theorem 3 may be applied, which allows us to assert the fact that, since A is a strong local optimality subset of (D; R), then A ∪ {x 0 } is also such a subset of (D; R).
Exact local optimality subsets
Given some DNS (D; R) of R n , together with some ÿnite subset A of D, does there exist some convex function f such that A is exactly the set of the local optima for f in (D; R)?
Conjecture. It is su cient for A to be a strong local optimality subset of (D; R).
A discussion about potential applications to global optimization
This last section works as a prospective one. We want to think about the way the concepts which we just introduced here may help in designing global optimization algorithms. Let us suppose that we have just been performing several times, on some DNS (D; R) and as part of a process aimed at minimizing some convex function f on D, some descent subprocess A of the form:
A: {Initialize x in D; while there exists y in D such that R(x; y) and f(y)¡f(x) do x := y; } By doing this, we generated some local optimality subset A of the DNS (D; R), together with some record of values f(x); x in A * (A * being here A or some relatively small subset of D which contains A). We also kept memory of the best value M = Min f(x); x in A, which we got during the execution of those subprocesses. In order to keep on with our global optimization process, we need to reinitialize A on some element x of D.
Thus, our fundamental problem becomes the following one: How can we use the information contained in A and A * in order to build x in an e cient way?
We are not able to provide this question with very satisfactory answers. Besides, here we are very dependent on the speciÿc form of the original problem and on the complexity of the procedures which allow to compute the various values of f on D, to construct the elements of D and to enumerate their R-neighbours. Still, and in spite of our own self-recognized limits, we shall try a discussion of this problem. The search for x may be performed according to two criteria.
* Criterion (B1): x should be such that Theorem 2 may be applied to A ∪ {x 0 }, which means that it should at least be such that none of its R-neighbours is in the convex closure of A ∪ {x 0 }; * Criterion (B2): x should allow the existence, for any y in A * , of some linear a ne function g y such that:
Typically, discussing (B1) can hardly be done out of some speciÿc context: it involves taking into account the way the elements of D can be constructed and the eventual properties of the relation R. Therefore, we will limit ourselves to consider a very simple case, and to look at the way things can be done in this case. So let us suppose for instance that D = Z n , and that R is the Lattice Neighbourhood Relation deÿned by R(x; x ) i x and x di er by exactly one component:
In such a case, for any value in {−1; 1} n of some control vector w = (w 1 ; : : : ; w n ), we will get x = x(w) satisfying (B1), by setting: x i = w i (1 + Max y in A * w i :y i ). In order to ensure a good covering of the domain D by the global search process, one will introduce, together with the control vector w, some counter , and update it every time subprocess A is launched, through the following instructions: If = n then := 1 else := + 1; w := −w :
We can more easily deal with (B2) from a very general point of view. Satisfying it requires setting, for any x in D, and any y in the current subset A * , the following linear program P(x; y): P(x; y): { Find a linear a ne function g which minimizes g(x) and such that :
for any z = y in A * ; g(z)6f(z); g(y) = f(y) } Let us denote by V (x; y) its optimal value and by U (x) the supremum, for all y in A * , of the values V (x; y). We notice that in many cases V (x; y) will be equal to −∞, and that U (x) will be ÿnite only if x is in the linear a ne closure of A * . So we will suppose here that this last condition is satisÿed.
Searching for x which minimizes U (x) may clearly be a very di cult problem. Still, one must take into account that:
• the set A is probably going to remain relatively small, at least in comparison with the scale of the main problem, and very few among the programs P(x; y) will need to be taken into consideration; • our goal here is not to solve this problem in an exact way, but only to handle it in a heuristic way in order to get some indication about the reinitialization of our descent subprocess. It will be for instance possible to proceed according to the following lines:
SEARCH-INIT Process:
Input Still, we conclude by insisting once again on the fact that the above discussion cannot be taken as an application by itself and does not claim to be more than a trend for future research.
